
                                 The Sun Rayz was formed in 2016. 

Terry Batt a veteran of the Rock n Roll music world who in the late 1960’s played 
gigs along side Carl Perkins, Marty Wild, Showaddywaddy, Crazy Cavan and the 
Rhythm Rockers with the Traumatics at venues like ….. The Royalty Southgate 
North London, The long Bar in Southend, The Lyceum London, Rockers Reunion…. 
The Roundhouse Camden Town North London.. 

Terry was approached by a three piece band yet UN-named, as they didn't have front 
man.! And one of the band members new of Terry’s Rock n Roll success in the past 
and wondered if I would be interested in sitting in on a rehearsal session..? 

I thought … why not, and right from the first song  
Mona Lisa it was obvious we all clicked..!!! and the 60’s sound I brought to the band 
was that of the swinging early 1960’s sounds of Johnny Kidd and the Pirates 
and he boys were blown away…… there was born the Sun Rayz. 

We have had a rapid rise on the Rock n Roll scene in the 6 years we have been 
together, from being virtually unknown to a must have band. 

With Myself on Lead Vocals (have been compared to Shakin Stevens) and lead guitar, 
we have an amazing piano player John Wiffen our own Jerry Lee..!!!  
and Gary Calvy is a smoking hot  Double Bass player, 
 and on Drums Ex-Iron Maiden Drummer Vic Scott with his blistering 
performances on stage has the crowd on their feet …!!!!  

We see our future moving forward, moving into Europe, to not only bring our own 
Sun Rayz  brand of Rock n Roll/ Rockabilly but to keep the legacy of those 
 Rock n Roll giants of a by gone age firmly alive..!!!  
THE SUN RAYZ HAVE THE BEST 60’S SOUND SINCE THE 1960’S 

  

    


